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Nature's Nod to the Heritage 

The envisioning plan considers its existing integration as part of the Bukit Timah Nature Reserve's thriving wild fauna and flora 
ecosystem of 1,000 flowering and plant types and over 500 species of wildlife. Future on-site programmes look toward attaining 
harmonious co-existence with the present wildlife in planned informative education. In addition to careful restoration architectural 
work, WY-TO Group has layered an enriching cultural visitor experience that is interpretively designed by research from Conservation 
Specialist, Studio La pis. This experiential journey will reflect the latent value of the community history while connecting at a macro 
scale with other key heritage icons, Ford Factory and Bukit Timah Memorial within close proximity. Different communicative and 
artistic mediums such as archival materials and murals will be purposefully and sensitively utilized for the multi-ethnicity local 
community to narrate their belonging. 

A Circular Community 

Circularity is echoed throughout the programming 
approaches to begin the lifestyle pivot in 
sustainable behaviours within the currently 
underutilized 8,264sqm compound. Varying 
contextually conceptualized programmes target 
different perspectives to cultivate belonging, 
educate on responsible resource usage, and respect 
for nature's biodiversity from macro to micro 
stakeholders. The communicating vessel is drawn 
from Singaporeans' common passion for food. In 
aligning the narrative to the agriculture chain on 
our plates, the programming whips up a palatable 
and digestible circular economy education for 
enduring benefits. "They complement one another 

i 

systemically to introduce strong restoratve and 
sustainability links, thereby connecting them all in 
achieving 1 common goal and promoting inclusivity", 
WY-TO Group's Managing Director, Founder and 
Head-of-Design of WY-TO Singapore, Yann 
Follain shares. 

Potential tenants also follow the same circularity 
intention of the project. "Each tenant will assist 
another in one way or the other. We believe that in 
order for the place to truly be circular, it has to start 
internally", Yann comments. 

Therefore, the curation of each tenant widens to 
include how they may complement individually, 
beyond their profitability. This roots in the 
Kampung Spirit, a fundamental neighbourliness 
aspect that was extremely prominent during 
Singapore's founding years. "It is very clear that by 
uplifting one another, everyone can enjoy sustained 
and greater economies of returns," Yann concludes. 

Inclusive outdoor spaces in year-long tropical 

environment for all to enjoy 
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Circular programmes draw inspiration from food cycle. 
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